
Which statement do you agree with 
most? 

A. If Economic Growth is the cause of global environmental problems, 
then the solution is an economic model that slows global growth and 
pursue a sustainable economic model 

 
B. Economic competition among nations  and global population growth 
require a growth model of economic progress.  There will always be a 
solution to environmental problems as market competition spurs 
advances in technology .  
 
C.  The poor of the earth suffer most from environmental degradation 
and climate change.  The real problem is inequality and the power of 
the global corporations—devouring resources and degrading the 
environment for the benefit of the few and to the detriment of the 
many 
 



Today’s Menu 

• Review of inequality in the US 
• Global Commons 
• Tragedy of the commons 
• The causes:  freedom + equal access + large group 

behavior + economic growth + finite earth 
• Three tragedies: climate change, resource depletion, 

environmental degradation 
• Mitigating the Tragedy: privatization, small groups 

(individual nations),  green growth, central authority 
• A critique from the equality perspective: Is Ruggie 

wrong? 
 
 
 



Review: 

• Globalization, its definition and effects from 
our three perspectives 

• Globalization and inequality in the United 
States:  Why is productivity increasing while 
wages are flat and their real buying power is 
decreasing?  What is the cause of rising 
inequality in the United States? 

• The Global competitive marketplace 



Review: Why is inequality rising in the United 
States?  

Three Categories of work…… 

• work that delivers high level management services  
Symbolic Analysts…  highly competitive globally 

 
• work that delivers routine production services  Routine 

Production Workers:  losing in global competition 
 

• work that delivers routine personal services.  Routine 
Personal Service Workers: lowest wage 
earners, losing jobs to former production 
workers and immigrants. 



Three Categories of work  
A New Core and Periphery in the US? 

Symbolic 
Analyst 

Routine 
Production 
worker 

Routine 
Personal 
Services Core 

Periphery 

Temps in 
All categories 

Growth of a low wage work force 
And general decline in the standard’ 
Of living…..(except in the core) 



Consequences and Explanations? 
A Radical Equality perspective…. 

• It is the nature of capitalism to push labor 
costs (wages) down as far as possible 

• But this contradicts the necessity for 
capitalism to sell goods and services 

• Low wages constrict consumption and 
eventually….. 

• Produce crisis 



Consequences and Explanations? 
For the Economic Nationalist….. 

• Decline of National loyalty for the most 
competitive group…… (symbolic analysts) 

• A loss of manufacturing jobs…… 

• Loss of National Wealth 

• Loss of National Power 



Consequences and Explanations? 
For the Communitarian….Breakdown in Community 

and Class Interdependence 

• Workers are coming to 
have different 
competitive positions in 
the global economy 

• Less basis for 
community…. 
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Takeaways 

1. Economic liberal on globalization: global growth, poverty 
reduction, growth in American productivity 

2. Inequality is growing in the United States 
3. Why? Because the International Labor Market means 

functional, not national competitiveness 
4. Three Categories of Work:  The Symbolic Analyst, the 

Routine Production Worker, The Routine Service Worker—
each with different competitive position in the 
international economy 

5. What are the consequences for the U.S.?  Liberal, 
Distributive Justice, and Communitarian Perspectives 

And now we turn to the political economy of the global 
environment…… 

 



Globalization and the Tragedy of 
the Commons 

"We destroy the beauty of the countryside 
because the unappropriated splendors of 
nature have no economic value. We are 

capable of shutting off the sun and the stars 
because they do not pay a dividend." --John 

Maynard Keynes 



The Commons 

• refers to resources that are collectively 
owned. This can include everything 
from land to software. The process by which 
the commons are transformed into private 
property is often termed enclosure.The 
metaphor is one of herders sharing a common 
parcel of land (the commons) on which they 
are all free to let their cows graze….all are free 
to have as many cows as they want.  No 
government, no rules. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commons


Tragedy: Overgrazing (over use)  

• a dilemma in which multiple individuals acting independently 
in their own self-interest can ultimately destroy a shared 
resource even where it is clear that it is not in anyone's long 
term interest for this to happen. it is in each herder's interest 
to put as many cows as possible onto the land, even if the 
commons is damaged as a result.  

• The herder receives all the benefits from the additional cows 
but the damage to the commons is shared by the entire group. 
If all herders make this individually rational decision, however, 
the commons is destroyed and all herders suffer 
 



 
Why The Tragedy:  Two reasons 

1.  Freedom + Equal Access 
2. Large Group behavior 

• Hardin: To couple the concept of freedom to do whatever 
you want on the commons with the belief that everyone 
born has an equal right to the commons causes the tragedy. 
This is people’s park.  

• This puts us in a "double bind." Hardin calls this a cause of 
schizophrenia. [17] We have a bad conscience.  Nietsze 
called this a kind of illness. 
 



The Global “Commons” 

• Living beings need what the earth as a whole produces 
• Global commons are those things central to life---the air we breathe, the natural 

energy of the earth, the natural resources of land and sea, our gene pool, which makes 
a single but diverse family out of the family of humans. The heritage includes many 
other attributes of nature which are or ought to be shared universally and equitably 
throughout the earth.  

• The astronauts of Apollo 8, on the first mission around the moon in 1968, took a now 
famous photograph. Called “Earthrise,” it shows the grey and lifeless horizon of the 
moon — and suspended above it, against the infinite blackness of space, is our bright 
and blue home planet. 

• Along with other images from space, that photograph has had a huge impact on 
humanity’s collective consciousness. It offered an undeniable vision of our 
interdependence, proof that we all share a single home, with nowhere else to go 
should we irreparably damage this one. 
 

•  confiscation of those things by one country or group or person would hurt all others 
– Food supply 
– Water 
– Oxygen 
– A climate conducive to life 

• Arctic and Antarctic vital determinants of global climate.  
– The presence or absence of snow and ice influences global heat distribution in ways 

that we will be talking about in this course 
– and the polar oceans are the source of dense, cold bottom waters which influence 

thermohaline circulation in the world oceans.  



Amazon rain forest: 20% of world’s 
oxygen supply 



Antarctica:  70% of world’s fresh water 



The sea: The “Common Heritage of 
Mankind” 

•   For do not the oceans, navigable in every direction, with which God has encompassed all the 
earth, and the regular and the occasional winds which blow now from one quarter and now 
from another offer sufficient proof that Nature has given to all peoples a right of access to all 
other peoples.“    

     -- Grotius  16th 
century 

• oceanic common heritage goes beyond the freedom of the seas to include the resources of the 
ocean outside the areas of national jurisdiction.   

     -- Ambassador 
Pardo of Malta  
17 per cent of the protein humans consume comes from the ocean 

    it regulates global climate 
fishing provides some 12 percent of the world’s food supply, photosynthesis in the oceans provides 

about half of the world’s oxygen replenishment, 
Fishing and fish products provide direct employment to some 38 million people and an estimated $124 

billion in economic benefits. The oceans provide an essential transportation link for global 
trade, not to mention their recreational value. Oceans also provide a resource for petroleum 
and scarce minerals. 



Tragedy of the global commons 

• Water - Water 
pollution, Water crisis of 
over-extraction of 
groundwater and wasting 
water due to overirrigation 
leading to global water 
shortage 

• Forests - 
Frontier logging of old 
growth forest and slash 
and burn exacerbating 
climate change  

• The Oceans: Food and 
Energy Resources: 
Resource depletion 

• Climate Change- Burning of 
fossil fuels and 
consequential global 
warming and resource 
depletion 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_pollution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_pollution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_crisis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forests
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logging
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_growth_forest
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_growth_forest
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slash_and_burn
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slash_and_burn


Why the tragedy?: Freedom + equal access + large group 
behavior + Growth Imperative is behind all theories of political 

economy 

• Belief that Nature has given us a “right of 
access” to the commons 

• Growth and freedom are intertwined 

• Growth: the most engrained political and 
economic habit 

• And the answer to any problem is expansion 

• Why?  Because it has worked. 



The Commons is finite and there are 
limits to Growth 

• The current recession is a temporary halt to 
growth. 

• In an economy geared for expansion, it has 
wrecked many lives 

• An economic “stimulus” is a wager that we can 
restart the growth machine. 

• But growth may be the problem, not the 
solution 

• Like in the overgrazed pasture, global growth 
threatens the tragedy of the commons 



Three Tragedies (at least) 

• Climate Change 

– How much warming 

– So what?  Suboptimal outcome 

• Resource Depletion 

• Environmental Degradation 



1. Climate Change: How much 
warming? 



Because of climate change, the Consequences of 
Freedom + equal access are suboptimal 

• . Higher temperatures cause a higher rate 
of evaporation and more drought in some areas of 
the world. It is considered very likely that 
increasing global temperatures will lead to higher 
maximum 

• temperatures, more heat waves, and fewer cold 
days over most land areas. More severe 

• drought in some areas, combined with other 
factors, has contributed to larger and more 

• frequent wildfires. 
 
 

http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/earth/Water/evaporation.html


A Second Tragedy of the Commons: Resource 
depletion 

Population growth or rise in resource consumption? 



Individual rational action  resource depletion… 
example: Fisheries collapse  

• For centuries, North America's coastal fisheries ranked among the most bountiful 
on the planet.  For instance, five hundred years ago the English explorer John 
Cabot reported the waters off Newfoundland were so thick with cod you could 
catch them by hanging baskets over the ship's side.  But the boom is 
over.  American and world fisheries have entered a period of rapid and 
unprecedented decline: 

• In the past 50 years, populations of large fish species - including tuna, swordfish, 
marlin, sharks, cod, halibut and flounder - have decreased 90 percent worldwide. 

• A total of 98 species are overfished, according to the National Marine Fisheries 
Service; as a result, half of all U.S. fisheries and a quarter of the major fish stocks 
worldwide are in jeopardy of an abrupt, severe decline from which they may never 
recover.  

• Fish stocks have collapsed in nearly one-third of all ocean fisheries, and all 
commercially valuable world fish stocks could completely collapse by 2048. [See 
the figure.] 

• Unless something is done quickly, American waters may go from being the world's 
most abundant fisheries to a virtual undersea wasteland within just a few years. 
 



Third Tragedy: Environmental Degradation 



How should the Tragedy of the commons 
be mitigated? 

1.  Liberal solution: Privatize 

 use the Coase Theorem 

2.  Community solution: small groups—national 
solutions? 

3.  liberal solution: green growth  

4.  embedded liberal solution; 

central authority 

 

 



A critique from the equality 
perspective 

• Capitalist corporations are more powerful 
than governments when it comes to the 
environment 

• And their behavior shows that Ruggie’s 
discussion of the “social compact” may be 
flawed. 

• Is Ruggie wrong? 



Takeaways 

• The World is experiencing a tragedy of the global 
commons 

• The causes:  freedom + equal access + large 
group behavior + economic growth + finite earth 

• Three tragedies: climate change, resource 
depletion, environmental degradation 

• Mitigating the Tragedy: privatization, small 
groups,  green growth, central authority 

• A critique from the equality perspective: Is Ruggie 
wrong? 
 
 




